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NASA’s New Horizons
spacecraft revealed this
distant Kuiper Belt object
to be a contact binary
with many odd twists.
BY S. ALAN STERN
IN 1992, ASTRONOMERS DAVID
JEWITT AND JANE LUU discovered
the first Kuiper Belt object (KBO), providing the context for Clyde Tombaugh’s planet
Pluto. Scientists soon discovered dozens, then
hundreds, and ultimately thousands of KBOs.
Most were ancient “planetesimals,” small objects
from which the planets formed. But a handful
were large bodies like Pluto and came to be known
as dwarf planets — a third class of planet that outnumbers the terrestrial and giant planets combined.
This so transformed planetary scientists’ view of our
planetary system that they began referring to the Kuiper
Belt as the solar system’s third zone, and Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune went from being called the outer planets
to simply the giant planets.
KBOs became so important to understanding the formation
of our solar system that by 2001, when NASA called
for proposals to explore the Pluto system, the space
agency required mission teams to include the
capability for their spacecraft to go on to
explore small KBOs after Pluto. Of the five
proposals, NASA selected a team made up
of researchers from the Southwest Research
Institute and Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory, called New Horizons, which
I lead. Just two years later, the first Planetary
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In its sharpest view
of Ultima Thule, New
Horizons captured the
Kuiper Belt object at a
resolution of 110 feet
(33 meters) per pixel.
This photo combines
nine individual images
taken from 4,109 miles
(6,628 kilometers)
away just six and a
half minutes before
closest approach.
NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI/NOAO

Revealed
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A rapidly improving view
2018-12-31
3:00 P.M. EST

2018-12-31
5:01 P.M. EST

Above: In the nine
hours leading up to
closest approach, New
Horizons captured a
series of Ultima Thule
portraits. The top
sequence reveals how
quickly the object
swelled as the probe
neared; the bottom
sequence renders the
same images at equal
sizes to show surface
details sharpening.
NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI/NOAO

Below: New Horizons
sprinted through the
solar system to reach
Pluto just nine and a
half years after launch
and Ultima Thule —
another billion miles
(1.6 billion km) beyond
— less than three and
a half years later.
ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY

2018-12-31
6:26 P.M. EST

Decadal Survey — chaired by the
late planetary scientist Michael
Belton — endorsed the exploration of the Pluto system and
KBOs as the highest-priority
mission to start.
New Horizons was built to be a
21st-century successor to Voyager.
It is similarly nuclear powered, but
it weighs only about one-third as
much, and is equipped with a
bevy of advanced scientific instruments: two imagers, infrared and
ultraviolet spectrographs, two
charged particle spectrometers,
radio science instruments, and a

2018-12-31
7:29 P.M. EST

2018-12-31
8:33 P.M. EST

dust counter. Because it was built
with technologies a generation
more advanced, its instruments
literally have thousands of times
the capability of Voyager. New
Horizons also contains solid-state
flash-drive memory that can
store more than 100 times what
Voyager’s tape drive could record.
New Horizons, which cost just
one-fifth as much as Voyager, was
launched January 19, 2006,
toward a February 2007 Jupiter
flyby and gravity assist, propelling it on to become, in the summer of 2015, the first mission to

2018-12-31
8:55 P.M. EST

2018-12-31
9:16 P.M. EST

One key distinction about
Ultima Thule is that its type,
among the so-called cold classical
KBOs, all but guarantees that it
originated where it orbits now. So
unlike most KBOs, it was not
formed closer to the Sun and
warmed. Unlike Pluto, Ultima
Thule is too small to have sustained strong geologic activity for
very long. Because of these two
facts, Ultima Thule preserves its
primordial nature better than
every other object explored by
spacecraft. Thus, it presented scientists their first look at what the

Built with technologies a generation more advanced, New Horizons’
Pluto
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Jupiter

Ultima Thule flyby
January 1, 2019

explore Pluto and its system of
moons. Shortly thereafter, the
spacecraft fired its engines to
target a flyby with a small KBO
planetesimal called 2014 MU69
— later nicknamed Ultima Thule
(pronounced “TOO-lee”) — on
January 1, 2019, and NASA
approved funding for this new
chapter in the mission.

The Ultima Thule flyby

Launch
January 19, 2006

Jupiter flyby
February 28, 2007

Pluto flyby
July 14, 2015

Journey to the Kuiper Belt

Scientists understood little
about Ultima Thule before New
Horizons arrived. We knew
its orbit, its rough size (about
18 miles [30 kilometers] in
length), its oblong or perhaps
binary shape, its reddish color,
and that it lacks large moons.

original, primordial planetesimals of the outer solar system
were like when they formed.
Flying to Ultima Thule thus
became the planetary exploration equivalent of an unprecedented archaeological dig into
the most ancient past of our solar
system and the first building
blocks of its planets. Although
we knew this ahead of time, we
didn’t know what the observations of it would reveal. That
suspense was a big part of the
scientific attraction of the
planned flyby.
When you don’t know what
you’re going to find, a good way
to design your reconnaissance is
to keep your eyes as wide open

2018-12-31
9:45 P.M. EST

2018-12-31
10:08 P.M. EST

as possible. So we planned to fly
much closer to Ultima Thule
than we did to Pluto in order to
get higher resolution observations. We also planned to use all
the scientific instruments aboard,
even those that probably wouldn’t
find anything. Why? Because if
they did surprise us with detections, those revelations would be
incredibly valuable.
In addition to our plans to
map Ultima Thule at higher resolution than Pluto — in color and
in stereo — we also planned to
map its surface composition, take

2018-12-31
10:43 P.M. EST

2018-12-31
11:04 P.M. EST

What we found
Never before had such a pristine,
unmodified object from the birth
era of the planets been explored
up close, and the results didn’t
disappoint.
Ultima Thule turned out to
be a contact binary — created
by the gentle merger of two likesized bodies. Although researchers have found evidence for
bilobed objects that may have
originated as contact binaries
in some comets, no one could
be sure whether those comets
were born bilobed, or if the

2018-12-31
11:22 P.M. EST

intense thermal processing and
weathering they suffer when they
approach the Sun created their
shapes more recently. Because
Ultima Thule has never ventured
close to the Sun, its shape can’t be
the result of such processing, and
must be primordial.
In another surprise, we found
the narrow contact zone between
the lobes covered in brighter
material of unknown origin and
age. We’re still debating whether
this bright collar around the
binary’s “neck” was created by the
merger itself or if it evolved later.

instruments have thousands of times Voyager’s capabilities.
its temperature, measure its radar
reflectivity, and search for small
moons, which are common
among cold classical KBOs. We
planned to search for an atmosphere as well, though there were
sound scientific reasons why one
should not exist, and to search
for orbiting dust or rings, even
though neither had ever been
seen around any small KBO.
We even planned to search for
Ultima Thule’s effect on the solar
wind and charged particle environment, though computer models told us any such effects would
be minuscule and undetectable.
In effect, we planned to throw
everything New Horizons had
at exploring Ultima Thule.

2019-01-01
12:01 A.M. EST

Several populations
of Kuiper Belt objects
inhabit the outer solar
system. Classical KBOs
like Ultima Thule are
“cold” because their
orbits have fairly low
eccentricities and
inclinations, and thus
haven’t been perturbed
much since the solar
system’s early days.
Other populations
formed near the giant
planets and later were
flung into the Kuiper
Belt. ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY
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The outer solar system
Right: The Kuiper Belt
is a large, doughnutshaped region holding
millions of objects,
most beyond Neptune’s
orbit. In this plot, blue
shows classical KBOs,
green denotes KBOs
in 2:3 resonance with
Neptune, and red
reveals scattered-disk
objects. ASTRONOMY:
Uranus

ROEN KELLY, AFTER THE MINOR
PLANET CENTER

Below: Team members
suspected Ultima Thule
might be a contact
binary before the New
Horizons encounter, but
they never expected
the two lobes to be so
bizarre. This model
shows the Kuiper Belt
object from three
perspectives. In the
top view, the spin axis
points toward us. This
closely matches the
probe’s pre-encounter
perspective. In the side
view, the body’s long
axis faces us. It is the
front view, however,
that gives us the best
look at the lobes’
shapes. ASTRONOMY: ROEN
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KELLY, AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI
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KBOs in 2:3 resonance
with Neptune

We measured the total length
of Ultima Thule at almost precisely 22 miles (35 km), making
the KBO about 10 times larger
than a typical comet nucleus and
— because it is flattened and not
spherical — many hundreds of
times more voluminous. We
dubbed the two lobes Ultima
and Thule, with Ultima being
the larger one (of course!)
New Horizons measured the
average surface reflectivity of
Ultima Thule as just 7 percent,
which is higher than most cometary surfaces but still darker
than garden-variety dirt. That’s
just an average, however; the
full range goes from about 5 to

12 percent. The object spins once
every 15.92 hours, which is typical of other KBOs, but the spin
axis is highly inclined to its
orbital plane, by about 99°. This
explains why we couldn’t detect
any change in its brightness in
observations made before the
flyby with the Hubble Space
Telescope or even with New
Horizons as the spacecraft
approached it in the fall and
early winter of 2018.
Ultima Thule turns out to be
red, like many other KBOs, and
high-resolution images revealed a
few areas with significant color
variations across the surface.
Spectroscopy uncovered evidence
for water ice, as expected, and
tentatively detected surface-lying
methanol, which is likely related
to the feedstock material that
colors Ultima Thule red.

Nineteen minutes before closest
approach, New Horizons snapped the
seven images that make up this composite
photo. At a distance of 10,350 miles
(16,694 km), the spacecraft’s camera
achieved a resolution of 272 feet (83 m)
per pixel. NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI/NOAO

Adding a touch of color

What we didn’t find
We didn’t expect Ultima Thule
to have an atmosphere because
any surface ices volatile enough
to sublimate and make such gases
would have long since escaped,
and we didn’t find one. We also
searched for evidence of satellites
and rings. Many KBOs have satellites, particularly among the cold
classical KBO group to which
Ultima Thule belongs. A few current or escaped KBOs even have
rings. But Ultima Thule is devoid
of both. Although that disappointed some team members,
Ultima Thule made up for it in
spades with other surprises that
charmed us.
Among them are its varied
geology and surface markings.
Ultima Thule shows differing terrain types on its two lobes and a
wide variety of relatively bright
linear features and spots laced
across its surface with no clear
pattern. We discovered a few craters that probably formed through
impacts, most notably the large
one that dominates the smaller
Thule lobe.

MVIC

Our observations found other
surface pits too, but their similar
sizes and close association to one
another, sometimes in chains,
leads us to believe these are more
likely sublimation or collapse pits
created internally, rather than
externally generated impact craters. In addition, on the big lobe
Ultima, we discovered eight likesized regions that dominate the
lobe and abut one another, and
are usually separated by brighter
boundaries. Whether these are
some of the smaller bodies
Ultima formed from or instead
created geologically after Ultima
(or even the Ultima Thule
binary) formed is hotly debated.

LORRI

COMBINED

Close examination of the
binary’s two lobes didn’t reveal
any fractures or other signs of
a violent collision between
them. Their apparently gentle
merger leads us to believe they
formed in the same individual
“collapse cloud” of the ancient
solar nebula. This hypothesis is
further supported by the lobes’
similar reflectivities, colors,
and compositions.
But perhaps Ultima Thule’s
biggest surprise is the shape of
its lobes: One is more pancakelike than spherical; the other is
shaped like a walnut. We didn’t
expect anything like this
because nothing like this has

From left: New Horizons
scientists combined
the best color image
of Ultima Thule (from
the Multispectral Visible
Imaging Camera) with
a high-resolution blackand-white view (from
the Long Range
Reconnaissance
Imager) to create
an enhanced color
composite. The object
is red overall, but shows
color and brightness
variations. ASTRONOMY: ROEN
KELLY, AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI
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New Horizons could not tell us everything we want to know about
Above: This New Year’s
treat reveals Ultima
Thule from 4,200 miles
(6,700 km) away. New
Horizons captured the
contact binary seven
minutes before closest
approach at a resolution
of 440 feet (135 m) per
pixel. NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI
Right: Scientists pushed
the color scale on this
image to emphasize
subtle differences in
geology. In reality, the
blues here are actually
red, while the reds are
ultrared. The reddest
area on Ultima Thule is
near the center of the
smaller lobe, Thule,
while the least red
regions are the neck and
a few assorted streaks
and spots. ASTRONOMY: ROEN

Seeing red

Less red

KELLY, AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI
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More red

ever been seen before among
KBOs! In fact, these shapes were
not predicted by models of KBO
formation, but formation modelers are already working to try to
explain them.
The fact that Ultima Thule
is a contact binary tells us that
many KBOs are likely to have
this form, something else that
modelers will have to explain.
But Ultima Thule’s highly tilted
spin axis will make this more
difficult because most current
models for KBO formation predict spin axes that are more “up
and down” with respect to the
solar system’s plane, as one would
expect from the angular momentum of the solar nebula itself.

It’s cliché to say that the findings about Ultima Thule will
keep us busy for years trying to
understand them, but that’s
exactly the case!

What Ultima Thule
can teach us
The findings to date are shedding light on other KBOs, particularly those of the cold classical
population. For example, the heterogeneous geology of the Ultima
lobe tells us to expect that other
KBOs also may contain clues to
how they were assembled and
how they may have evolved in
their youth. Moreover, the fact
that Ultima Thule apparently has
no satellites could be telling us

that KBOs that evolve to be contact binaries may have ejected all
their satellites in the very process
of orbital evolution that brings
the two lobes of such bodies
together.
In addition, crater counts on
Ultima Thule are shedding new
light on the small-body KBO
population crossing its orbital
range, which extends from 43 to
45 astronomical units from the
Sun. (One astronomical unit
[AU] is the average Sun-Earth
distance.) This will allow us to
probe the KBO population down
to sizes much too faint to detect
with any existing or currently
planned telescopes. The lack of
exposed volatile ices such as
molecular nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane — all of
which have been seen on Pluto
and some other dwarf planets —
appears to confirm our models
that small KBOs, which have
much lower gravity than dwarf
planets, cannot hold onto the
atmospheres that naturally would
form by the sublimation of such
volatiles. Thus, the surfaces of

dwarf planets or KBOs.
small KBOs like Ultima Thule
apparently “dry out” soon after
forming.
These and other scientific lessons learned from New Horizons’
exploration of Ultima Thule have
proved the wisdom of the Belton
Planetary Decadal Survey that
made the first close investigation
of the Pluto system and KBOs
by spacecraft such a high funding priority.
But just like the first missions
to each of the planets, and to
asteroids and comets, New
Horizons could not tell us everything we want to know about
dwarf planets or KBOs. This is
because New Horizons carried a
limited payload, which could not

address many aspects of KBO
and dwarf planet science because
other kinds of spectrometers,
atmospheric instruments (for
Pluto), radars and lidars, and
thermal mappers need to be
brought to bear.
Also, New Horizons visited
only one of the many dwarf
planet systems of the Kuiper Belt,
and will at most be able to visit a
second small KBO on its existing
fuel supply — not the full diversity of such objects. Together,
these reasons limit what we can
learn from New Horizons, and
beg for new missions in the 2020s
to fly by new dwarf planets and
small KBOs, and to orbit Pluto.

What’s next for
New Horizons?
The most common question I get
about New Horizons is about its
future. It’s a tribute to the spacecraft’s designers, builders, and
flight team that New Horizons is
healthy and operating essentially
perfectly, even in its 14th year
of flight.
We hoped this would be the
case because New Horizons has
the capability, if no serious
malfunctions occur, to fly for
another 15 or more years —
out to a distance of more than
90 AU — before its power levels
drop too low. It’s also worth noting that New Horizons has the

Comparing Ultima Thule’s color

JHUAPL/SWRI/NOAO

Left: The extreme
redness of this newly
explored Kuiper Belt
object closely matches
that of other cold
classical KBOs, leading
our team to think that
knowledge of Ultima’s
properties may shed
some light on similar
bodies. ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY,
AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI

Ultima Thule

Pluto: Sputnik Planitia

Above: New Horizons
took these parting shots
nearly 10 minutes after it
sped past Ultima Thule
on January 1. The view
at left is an average of
10 images and appears
blurry because of the
relatively long exposure
times. Mission scientists
processed this image to
remove motion blur,
resulting in the sharper
version at right. Viewing
the Kuiper Belt object
as a crescent from
5,494 miles (8,862 km)
beyond helped
scientists discern that
the large Ultima lobe
resembles a pancake
while the small Thule
lobe looks more like
a dented walnut. NASA/
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Right: Ultima Thule’s
surface shows many
different geological
features, ranging from
craters to rolling hills,
troughs, pits, and light
and dark areas. Some
mission scientists think
the eight large areas of
roughly similar size on
the large Ultima lobe
may be the remains of
the smaller bodies that
built up that lobe.
ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY, AFTER
NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI/ESA

ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY,
AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI
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Complex geology

communication capability
to operate much farther out,
so if we can devise ways to
run on even lower power levels
than we now think possible,
an even longer life and more
distant exploration could be
in the cards.
But New Horizons is funded
to operate only until mid-2021.
Between now and then, its tasks
are to complete the downlink
of all its Ultima Thule flyby
data (which won’t be finished
until late summer 2020); collect
context observations of other
KBOs it passes in the distance;
and survey the Kuiper Belt’s
radiation, solar wind, and dust
environment out to 50 AU —
the outer limit of Pluto’s orbit.
To go farther into the Kuiper
Belt, our team will need to propose and win funding for a second extended mission from
NASA. In fact, because the standard at NASA is for extended
missions to compete for funding
every three years, the New
Horizons team will ultimately
have to propose and win science
extensions five or more times

ASTRONOMY • AUGUST 2019

Early building blocks

Ultima Thule’s surface composition

Specific intensity

Below right: Spectra
of this Kuiper Belt
object reveal organic
molecules, likely
tholins, created
as radiation strikes
and transforms exposed
ices. The spectra also
show evidence for
water and methanol
on the surface.
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before the mid-2030s, when we
expect its power levels will
dwindle too far to continue
to do good science.
Our 2020 extended mission

2.0

2.5

proposal will focus in part on
pushing both the radiation and
dust surveys, and the observations
of KBOs we pass in the distance,
out to not 50 but 60 AU, which

Right, from top: Team members think
Ultima Thule formed 4 to 4.5 billion years
ago in a sea of icy particles that slowly
coalesced into planetesimals in the far
reaches of our solar system. The orbits of
two large, oddly shaped building blocks
slowly shrank from tidal interactions,
collisions with smaller bodies, or drag
from the solar nebula. Finally, the two
gently merged (think walking speed),
leaving the lobes largely undamaged
except at the neck. ASTRONOMY: ROEN KELLY,
AFTER NASA/JHUAPL/SWRI/ESA/JAMES TUTTLE KEANE

is still inside the 70 AU outer
limit of the Kuiper Belt as we
know it. But there is also the
exciting possibility for our next
mission extension to fly by one
more KBO, much farther out
than Ultima Thule.
The primary limiting factor in
the feasibility of such a flyby is
the amount of fuel remaining.
Fortunately, our engineers estimate that in 2021, when the
next extended mission of New
Horizons would begin, there will
be more fuel left in the tank than
it took to do the targeting of
Ultima Thule.
So, later this year, once we
complete the current phase of
intensive data analysis on Ultima
Thule, the New Horizons team
will start to evaluate how we can
use large ground-based telescopes, the Hubble and James
Webb space telescopes, and even
our sensitive onboard telescopic
camera called LORRI, to find a
new flyby target within our
“fuel reach.”
I can’t predict the outcome.
We simply have to do the work
before we know the answer. So
stay tuned for news about future
flyby prospects!
Planetary scientist S. Alan Stern is
the principal investigator of NASA’s
New Horizons mission to Pluto and
a vice president at the Southwest
Research Institute. He co-authored,
with fellow planetary scientist David
Grinspoon, Chasing New Horizons:
Inside the Epic First Mission to
Pluto (Picador, 2018). Follow him
on Twitter: @AlanStern

When Ultima met Thule

